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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION:

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR i88i.

SUBSCRIPTIONS to the Association for i88i became due onJanuary Ist.
Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to their respective
Secretaries. Members of the Association not belonging to Branches,
are requested to forward their remittances to the General Secretary,

16IA, Strand, London. Post Office Orders should be made payable
at the West Central District Office, High Holborn.
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SATURDAY, APRIL 30TH, I88I.

GASTRO-INTESTINAL DYSPEPSIA.

PROFESSOR Sf-E has just published a work on gastro-intestinal dys-

pepsia, in which he interprets the various forms of this disorder by the

light of physiology. In his own words, " up to the present time, we

have failed in precision by studying only gastric dyspepsia. There is

not only one process of digestion, besides that which goes on in the

stomach; henceforward there must be admitted intestinial, pancreatic,
and biliary digestions. This is the only way in which we can under-

stand the functionial deviations of the four organs which compose the

digestive apparatus, which caninot be divided and parcelled out with-

out great injury to the study of clinical medicine as interpreted by
physiology." He then goes oni to define the nature of dyspepsia. In

his opinion, the sintc qmi uzont of all dyspepsia is chemical disturbance.
That is the primordial lesion around which may be grouped both

pain, tympanites, and even vomiting. These are, he acknowledges,
accidental phenomena, merely episodes of the pathological course.
Nervous disturbances, giddiness, palpitation, etc., will only be secondary
effects, sequences of bad (ligestion. In fact, the forms of gastro-intes-
tinal dyspepsia are defective chemical operations.

AI. See admits six classes of gastric dyspepsia : I. From defect of
acids; 2. From defect of efficacious or dissolved pepsini; 3. From
mixture of mucus wvith the gastric juice; 4. From excessive alimenta-
tion-that is to say, excess of peptones in the stomach; 5. From inani-
tion. He then goes on to describe the symptoms and effects of dys-
pepsia looked at in their method of production, in their diagnostic
value, and according to their respective importance. They commence

by vomiting and regnrgitation of fermented matter. If the vomited
substances indicate excessive metamorphoses of the carbo-hydrates, it

is, M. See thinks, a strong presumption in favour of chemical dys-
pepsia, especially of that which relates to feculent aliments. In this

part of his work, he goes into the study of the gases of the stomach,
and their origin, their method of production, and the mechanical effects

Next comes, in order of semeiological iiiportance, the slackening of
the gastric or intestinal digestion, which the atuthor qualifies by the
classic name of 1rczdj'/pefsia. Ile explains it in the following manner.

"The alimentary mass, in consequence of an exaggerated contraction

of the gastric muscles, is expelled rapidly from the stomach, and passes
into the intestine, where it slowly undergoes the action of the digestive
juices. In order to be thoroughly digested, it is obliged to remain in

the intestiine. The slackening in the progress of the alimentary mass
in the intestine, or rather its proloniged stay in this viscus, may be
favoured by the Nveakness of the muscles of the abdomein, which can
no longer exert sufficient pressure to ensure the breaking up of the
food and the digestive action of the intestinal juices. It may, there-
fore, be that, in consequence of the special disposition of the pylorus,
and without any increase of the contractions of the body of the stomach,
the mass of food may not be retainied sufficiently long to be digested.
The pylorus no longer resists to the impulse which the mass enclosed
in the stomach imparts to it ; in a word, according to the expression of

Londe, recently revived by Ebstein, 'there' may be pyloric incon-
tinence' ."

Painful and abnormal sensations, such as epigastric pains, cramps,
and spasms of the stomach, and painful irradiations, are believed by
M1. See to find their interpretation in either the spasmodic or the atonic
condition. In his opinion, the nervous sensitive system is not at first
implicated. In these cases, there is neither neuralgia nor hyper.es-
thesia, but only a varying amount of disturbance of motor power.
Whatever may be the starting-point of the spasm, whether it be due
to a local impression, or whether it follow fatigue of the distended
gastric muscle, the spasmodic pain, in the same way as all other gas-
tralgic pains, is merely the effect of motor, and not of sensory, disturb-
ance. The best proof that the case is one of atony of muscle, in which
irritability succeeds to weakness, is the almost constant presence of
meteorism.

After having described the predigestive sensations, anorexia, thirst,
the condition of the tongue, mouth, and the secretions in dyspeptic
patients, M. See comes to the following conclusions. Chemical phe-
nomena are the only ones that characterise dyspepsia; all the other
symptoms are but the consecutive effect. Therefore, the changes of
the gastric juices should be taken into consideration-that is to say, the
degree of hydrochloric acid; the quantity, and, especially, the condi-
tion of the pepsin; the alterations of the gastric juices by the mucus;
the physiological modifications by the presence of an excess of pep-
tones; the peptic troubles brought on by inanition; the signs of putre-
faction of the food-that is to say, the substances vomited; and the
gases of abnormal fermentation. It may be objected that this chemical
criterion does not suffice in all cases to distinguish the dyspepsia,
since the disease frequently remains latent, or takes on the appearance
of another affection. We constantly see dyspeptics who only complain
of sleeplessness, headache, and backache. It is necessary, in these
cases, to discover the hidden souirce of the suffering; and, by analysing
these symptoms with care, we discover their exact relation with the
intestinal trouble. M. See has not overlooked these considerations,
aad gives many cases relating to the nervous, psychic, and vaso-motor
phenomena in dyspeptic patienits, which he has observed in his wards
at the Hotel-Dieu. He admits the theory of reflex vascular action-
that is to say, the excitation starting from the gastro-intestinal mucous
membrane, propagating itself by the vagus or sympathetic nerves, and
reflecting itself on the vaso-motor nerves of the brain by bringing on
constriction of the vessels of that organ, whence the cerebral oligzemia,
which, in his opinion, helps to explain the psychic phenomena, ver-
tigo, and headache. The muscular pains he believes to be explained
in the same manner by the reflex stimulation of the muscular nerves.
Isch.-mia of the muscles would be the principal cause of their defective
action, of their increased contraction; and the painful pressure exer-
cised on the muscular terminations of the nerves has no other origin
than contraction of the capillary arterioles.

COLOUR-BLINDNESS.
A VALUABLE contribution to our knowledge of colour-blindness has
been made by Dr. de lontenay, of Copenhagen, who has published the
result of his researches in the Nordiski Alediciniskt Arkiv for I88o.
He follows the classification proposed by Holmgren: I. Total
colour-blindness; 2. Partial colour-blindness: (a) complete blindness
of red, green, or violet; (b) incomplete colour-blindness; (c) feeble
sense of colour. The last is not Daltonism, properly so-called, and is
omitted in the statistics. The examinations. were made by means of
Holmgren's coloured wools; and in some of the cases, in which colour-
blindness was detected, the results were controlled by various additional
tests.
The total number of persons examined by Dr. de Fontenay was

9,659, of all ages from eight years upwards; 6,945 being above the age
of sixteen, and 2,714 below that age. Of the whole number, 217, or
2.25 per cent., were colour-blind. Of 4,492 adult males, I65, or 3.7
per cent., had colour-blindness. Among these, I,OOI belonged to the
upper classes, and showed a percentage of 3.09; while in 3,491 artisans,
labourers, etc., the percentage was 3.87. The percentages of colour-
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blindness varied greatly with the employment of the individual: thus, of

2,737 railway officials, 3 per cent. were colour-blind; of I83 post-office
officials, 9.28 per cent.; of 930 artisans of various kinds, 3.22 per cent.

It is not certain how far these proportions are accidental, or how far

the greater prevalence of colour-blindness in the lower orders may be

due to defective cultivation of the sense of colour, or to heredity. In any
case, Dr. de Fontenay's observations agree with those of Holrrgren,
Magnus, and others. In order to render his results as exact as pos-
sible, Dr. de Fontenay did not confine his researches to a single part of
Denmark, but extended them over the whole country.
Of 6,945 adults above the age of sixteen (4,492 males and 2,453

females), 176, or 2.56 per cent., were colour-blind. Among the females,
there were only i I cases of colour-blindness, or 0.45 per cent. Adding
to these the female children who were examined, a total is obtained of

.3,819, among whom there were i6 colour-blind individuals, or 0.42 per
cent. ; while, in a total of 5,840 males (adults and children), the num-

ber of cases of Daltonism was 201, or 3.44 per cent. All the sixteen

colour-blind females belonged to the working classes. Among the

2,714 children, aged from eight to sixteen, 41, or 1.51 per cent., were

colour-blind-viz., 1,348 boys, with 36 cases of Daltonism, or 2.67 per
cent.; and 1,366 girls, with 5 colour-blind, oro.37 per cent.

Two cases of violet-blindness, which were incompletely examined,
being excluded, there were found to be 56 cases of red-blindness, 24 of

green-blindness, and 135 of incomplete colour-blindness. In all the

cases, both eyes were examined separately, and found to be affected.
As regards the relation between the colour of the eyes and colour-

blindness, Dr. de Fontenay does not find any special predominance of
colour-blindness in dark or in fair individuals.

WVith regarid to hereditary transmission, exact information was ob-
tained in 34 cascs, in 27 of which heredity was denied. In two of the
cases, the fathers were colour-blind in the same way as the subjects ex-

amined. The parents of another had normal vision; but a paternal
uncle, two brothers, ands the son of the person examined were colour-
blind. In the parents and grandparents, and the son, of another per-
son, the colour-sense was normal; but his brother and three maternal
uncles had colour-blindness. In another case, the perception of colours
was normal in the father, mother, brothers, and sisters; but the maternal

grandfather, a m.ternal cousin (male), and the son of a female cousin
on the mother's sidle, were the subjects of Daltonism. Another of the
colour-blind persons had four relatives who were similarly affected: a
maternal uncle and cousin, his mother's grandfather, and a brother.
There was no instance of consanguineous marriage among Dr. de
Fontenay's cases of colour-blindness.

The original paper contains a table of the 217 cases of colour-blind-

ness, in which particulars are given as to the age, the colour of the

eyes, the question of heredity, the result of examination with Holm-

gren's test, and also with other methods when employed, and the dia-
gnosis. The author shows an extensive acquaintance with the literature
of the subject; and quotes frequently, for the purpose of illustration
and comparison, from the writings of Holmgren, Gladstone, Magnus,
Cohn, Joy Jeffries, Wolfe, and others, who have investigated
it. He says that the increased attention paid to colour-blindness,
within the last few years, has been attended in Denmark with some
important results. All the CmJloj 'sof the public (State) and private
railways have been examined, in order to ascertain their sense of colour
(except in the case of one private company, which did not think such
an examination necessary); and henceforth all candidates for situations
on railways are to be tested as to their perception of colour. No law
on the subject, however, has as yet been enacted-; nor has any regula-
tion been made with regard to the navy and mercantile marine, beyond
obligirg candidates for admission to the school of naval officers to sub-
mit to an examination.

THerr E. J. Mellberg, principal teacher of physics in the Lyceum at
Helsingfors, has also examined the colour-sense of 227 pupils in that
institution. Among them, he found ten cases of Daltonism, or 4.4 per
cent.; four of red-blindness, one of green-blindness, two of violet-blind-

ness, and three of incomplete colour-blindness. In addition, among
the boys whose sense of colour is stated to be normal, there were three
who confounded light yellowish-red with rose-colour; eighteen who
could not distinguish between bluish green and pure green; fourteen
who failed in both these respects; and nine in whom the perception
of colours was weak. The ages of the subjects -aried from nine to
twenty; and only one case of colour-blindness w as met with in three
above the age of seventeen.
The theory of Young and Helmholtz is regarded by Herr Mlellberg

as incapable of explaining, completely, either normal vision or colour-
blindness. In his opinion, the eye possesses separate organs of per-
ception-not only for three or four different colours, but for all the
shades which can be distinguished; and colour-blindness, properly so-
called, consists of incapability to receive the impression of a shade of
colour, and is niot necessarily connected with the impossibility of dis-
tinguishing between the impression received and the other colours of
the spectrum.

THIE PLAGUE IN MIESOPOTAMIA.
Wr,E are enabled to state, on official authority, that Consul Plowden,
telegraphing from Bagdad on the 25th, announces that the plague is
localised at Nedjef, and that Bagdad and Busreh are clean. Very
exaggerated and incorrect reports are propagated on this subject from
Constantinople through French sources; and the prohibitive quaran-
tine regulations imposed on British ships from the Persian Gulf to
Egypt-notwithstanding their long passage at sea-is most oppressive
commercially, and, scientifically, uncalled-for.

Syria and the North of Mesopotamia are comparatively free from
danger; this, the official circular, published by the Sanitary Council,
shows clearly; it states that a system of strict isolation is adopted, and
the quarantines rigorously enforced at Bussorab, Damascus, and
Aleppo, for the purpose of protecting Syria, and saving the navigation
on the Red Sea and the MIediterranean from such serious annoyance as
would be occasioned by the severe measures observed when the plague
appeared inAstrakhan. An European doctor is associated with the native
medical inspector to supervise the observance of the quarantine, and
ensure its integrity. The Egyptian Sanitary Council, nevertheless,
exacts that all provisions exported from Syria shall undergo forty days'
quarantine. The Constantinople International Congress and Ottoman
Sanitary Authorities agreed that this severe precaution was premature.
The Congress officially notified this opinion to the Egyptian Council.
To those who look into the question, it is very clear that these rigorous
laws of the Egyptian Council are the result of the shortcomings of the
sanitary organisation on the Egyptian coast of the Mediterranean.
There is not a single lazar-house, a single landing place, where goods
can be inspected. Some years ago, when the cholera raged at Morocco,
a ship full of pilgrims coming from that country, on arriving at Egypt,
were sent into quarantine in Syria. This unhappy state of affairs is of
international importance, and ought not to be lost sight of in Europe.
The Egyptian sanitary arrangements are extremely defective-in fact,
there are almost none. Thus it is that the Syrian provisions are
refused, and travellers have to undergo three days' quarantine
on board a vessel, there not being a land lazar-house to receive them.
The only sanitary organisation Egypt possesses is on the banks of the
Red Sea, at Tor, on the peninsula of Sinai, at a little place known as
the fountain of Mloses.

PROPOSED REORGANISATION OF THE PlARIS
LYING-IN HOSPITALS.

THE lay public and the medical profession have long since been
impressed by the serious shortcomings of the I'aris lying-in hospitals,
and the maternity wards in the general hospitals. In Paris, there are
three lying-in hospitals directed by hospital surgeons. In eight other
hospitals-Lariboisicre, Saint Louis, La Charite, Lourcine, La Piti6,
Beaujon, Saint Antoine, and Necker-there are maternity wards. The
ward at Lourcine is under the care of a hospital surgeon; the wards in
the other hospitals just named are in the charge of physicians.
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Certificated midwives receive into theirown homes patientswho cannot

be admitted into the hospitals from want of vacant beds. Certificated
midwives and district doctors (nttitecins du bureau de bienfaisante)
attend lying-in women at their own homes. For the last three years,
a special 'commission, composed originally of eighteen medical men,
afterwards increased to twenty-one, has sat to inquire into this ques-

tion. Four reports have been drawn up. The last is diametrically
opposed to the three previous ones, which are not in strict harmony
with each other.
The first report, drawn up by M1. Siredey, recommends a com-

petitive examination (contours) for accoucheurs, who should have
the direction of the lying-in hospitals and the lying-in wards in the
eight other hospitals, and should also supervise the practice of the cer-

tificated midwives. This report was rejected.
The second report, drawn up by M. Le Fort, supports, to a great

extent, the views of M. Siredey, but suggests that there should be fewer
lying-in hospitals, and fewer maternity wards dispersed among general
hospitals; that the number of both classes of certificated midwives-
those who receive patients into their houses, and those who go out to
perform accouchements-should be increased, and placed under the
supervision ot accoucheurs who are specialists, and have passed the
competitive examination for accoucheurs. This report was also
rejected.
The third, drawn up by M. Nicaise, supports the proposition of a com-

petitive examination for accoucheurs, who should remain specialists,
and overlook the practice of the certificated midwives. But M. Nicaise
would refuse them hospital appointments, both in the lying-in hos-
pitals and in the lying-in wards in the other hospitals; hlie would have
them only called in to perform obstetrical operations in these hospitals.
This report met with the same fate as that of its predecessors.
The fourth and last report, drawn up by the special commission,

opposes the views expressed in the three previous reports issued by
that commission; it is also at variance with the Conseil Municipal
(Corporation of Paris), which body asks that the proposition of a com-

petitive examination for accoucheurs be rejected; that the ordinary
hospital surgeons be retained in the lying-in hospitals, an examination
in obstetrics being added to the usual competitive examination (con.
cours). This report observes a strict silence on a most important part
of the question. It neither mentions the certificated midwives who
perform accouchements in their own houses, nor the work done by
district doctors (bureau de bienfaisance). This fourth and last report
has been presented to the "Council of Surveillance" by the Assistance
Publique.* The Council has decided that it cannot discuss the ques-
tion of "The Medical Reorganisation of the Lying-in Hospitals of
Paris" without taking, also, into consideration the r6/e of the certified
midwives. It has been voted that a new report be drawn up, in
which the position and duties of the certified midwives is to be treated.

MEDICINE AND FICTION.
THE medical student has hardly been fairly dealt with by writers of
fiction; and it is remarkable that romance has, up to the present,
made so little of the house-surgeon, a highly picturesque individual
considering his duties, his surroundings, and his prospects; an official
which the pen of a clever novelist or poet ought to be able to represent
in situations of deep interest, even to the most frivolous reader. The
French interne, notwithstanding the more select character of his
appointment and his long tenure of ofli:e, must be reckoned as the
homologue of the British house-surgeon and hoatse-physician combined.
M. Jules Claretie has deservedly glorified him in his new novel, Les
Antours d'un Interne.

Vilandry, the hero, is a learned and industrious young doctor, deeply
attached, through profound respect rather than passion, to a young
lady, Mlle. Jeanne Barral, who has been forced, through poverty, to
obtain the admission, into the Salpetriire HIospital, of her mother,

* A public body which superintends the organisation of hospitals.

subject to hystero-epilepsy, and becomes a ward-maid in that institu-
tion, so as to be near her beloved parent. Ignorant of the crooked
ways of existence, she favours the courtship of Combette, a fashionable
landscape-painter and a trifler. He proposes marriage to her, being
himself in earnest at the moment of proposal. Mlle. Barral consults
Vilandry the iterne, being under the painful conviction that the
daughter of a lunatic rnust have tendencies to develop lunacy in her.
self or in her children. She asks the interne, candidly, if she would
be justified in marrying Combette. Torn with jealousy, and embittered
by the knowledge that the landscape-painter is unworthby of the lady's
affections, the virtuous internte remembers the solemn duty he has to

discharge in telling the pure scientific truth in a consultation; and, in
bitter agony of mind, informs her that, as the mother's insanity was
due to the sudden loss of her husband in a duel, it was, therefore,
acquired, and not transmissible; in short, Mille. Barral is pronounced as

justified in accepting the proposal. It is a pity that, being so conscien-
tious, Vilandry did not find it also his duty to remind the lady of the true
character of Combette; in fact, the young girl MNathilde, who is under
her care suffering from hystero-epilepsy, was a victim of her lover's,
her illness commencing from the moment Combette cynically cast her
off. The landscape-painter, finding that he is admired by a rich
young heiress, proposes to her, is accepted; and, when Mlle. Barral
meets him next day, he politely says nothing, and walks away from
her. Alathilde, in a fit of '"uncontrollable impulse", not unpremedi-
tated, tries to murder MIle. Barral, and then slowly dies of hystero-
epilepsy, and is buried the day before her deserter marries the heiress,
who, in turn, deceives him. Mlle. Barral, disillusioned, calmly and

respectfully refuses an offer made by the interns Vilandry, who, after
the end of his interstat, becomes, of course, a leading member of the
profession. Decidedly, M. Claretie makes him a noble character,
placing him far above his light-headed dressers and their friends.
Vilandry and the heroine are gems of fiction, for which we may
pardon much that is objectionable in the novel. Putting aside the
love-episodes, the professional character of Vilandry is that of the
average London house-surgeon, and all the praise for industry and self-
denial which is bestowed on him might well be awarded to his real
British homologues.
The less edifying features of the novel are all treated in a masterly

way; a platonic couple of Russian Skopt.ys, and the repudiation by the
lady Moscovite of a sensual admirer, form an episode which the
inimitable delicacy of expression, peculiar to the French language,
renders just tolerable to a zealous student of psychology. As for the
minute description of the young penitent's hystero-epilepsy, with all
its revolting details, since British readers know full well how such
details-with photographs-have been made public, ied widely circu-
lated, by a great French authority, we hardly think that all the blame
can be laid on the author of this novel. Indeed, we hold that one of
M. Claretie's best literary efforts is the way in which he implies a sly
sense of scepticism concerning the practice of diagnosis by elicitation
of a train of symptoms in hystero-epilepsy. We all see what is implied
when an infamous old jade, with joint-disease from locomotor ataxy,
proves insensible to the touch of any metal but gold, for which she has
lived, and for which she has sold others, including MNathilde. No French
novelist would attempt to realise, in earnest, so conventional a meta-
phor; it is the treatment, not the sentiment, that is here satirised. M.
Cl.tretie turns the subject into broad farce by making a student,
Finet, after watching the tests in the Salpetricre, go straight home and
make tachets cerebra/es on the skin of his sweetheart's arm, ending this
experiment by forcing her into a state of catalepsy, and leaving her in
that condition for several hours whilst he goes to the play with a friend.
We are significantly reminded that Finet's young lady "obeyed his
strong will, like as a top spins round at the lash of its whip". There
is a great deal of strong will in a physician going round his wards,
and a corresponding absence of any will at all in an average hysterical
patient; so that the absolute spontaneity of certain phenomena in cases
of hystero-epilepsy, strongly urged by certain French authorities, must

r
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appear as doubtful to us as to M. Claretie; nor are we surprised to
find one of his characters exclaiming that "this sort of thing is mes-
merism all over again".

TIE Ilarveian Lectures this year will be given by Dr. Alfred
MNeadows, "On Menstruation and its Derangement."

It is reported that the Emperor of Austria has had himself and his
court revaccinated with animal lymph.
PROFESSOR C. A. EWALD has undertaken the editorship of the Ber-

iiner A'linisthze Wochenschrif/, in the place of the late Dr. Walden-
burg.
DR. IIERIANN of St. Petersburg recommends physicians to employ

pilocarpin as a remedy against uramia.
THIE Skuptschina of Servia passed on the 5th instant a new law

enforcing vaccination, and have, morecover, under consideration a new
sanitary law.
THE Women's State Christian Temperance Union is circulating

among physicians a reprint of a paper which was read before the North
of England Branch of the British Medical Association, entitled " The
Power Medical Men Possess of Aiding in Temperance Reform".

ANOTHER death from trichinosis occurred in Hoboken, New Jersey,
on March 28th. The deceased had been eating raw ham. Her husband
has been suffering severely from symptoms of the same disease, but is
recovering.

THR Pontypool Local Board have agreed to pay a fee of half.a-crown
for each ease of infectious disease reported by local practitioners to the
medical officer of health. It would be well if, pending a general enact-
ment on the subject, this practice were more widely adopted.

TImE Sommering quadrennial prize has been awarded to Professor
Sachs of %Wiirzburg, for his researches on the arrangement of the cells in
the youngest parts of plants. The previous recipients have been
Ehrenberg, Schwann, Bischoff, R. Wagner, Kiolliker, J. MUlller,
Helmholtz, Carl Ludwig, A. de Bary, Th. von Siebold, and Voit.

THE subject of the food value and healthfulness of oleo-margarine is
now being investigated bythe American State Board of Health. Much
excitement is being aroused by the testimony before the committee.
Additional interest is caused by the fact which has recently been elicited,
that artificial cheese, composed mostly of lard, is being made in large
quantities.
WE understand that the Government have nominated a Royal Com-

mission to inquire into the operation of the Medical Acts to regulate
the registration and education of medical practitioners, and that the Com-
missioners named are: the Earl of Camperdown (chairman), the Bishop
of Peterborough, the Right Honourable the Master of the Rolls, the
Right Honourable G. Sclater-Booth, the Right Ilonourable Win. Cogan,
Professor Bryce, Professor Huxley, Sir William Jenner, Bart., Mir.
Simon, Professor Turner, and Dr. Robert Macdonnell.

THE Swedish and Norwegian Governments have officially expressed
to Mr. H. Burdett, lately House-Governor of the Seamen's Hospital,
their sense of the increasing energy and noble activity which he had
displayed, as Secretary of the Seamen's Hospital Society, during a
series of years; and their warm and sincere thanks for all the trouble
which he has taken in affording relief to Swedish and Norwegian
sailors at the hospital, ofwhom large numbers have, during past years,
been medically treated at the hospital, and restored to health by the
skill of the medical officers.

WE understand that the office of Surgeon is vacant at the South
Devon and East Cornwall Hlospital, Plymouth, and that Mr. W. Paul

Swain, F.R.C.S., is a candidate for the office. Mir. Swain isa surgeon
whose reputation extends far beyond the locality in which he practises;
and he is well-known, not only as a successful author, but as an accom-
plished surgeon, and one who possesses the confidence of his profession,
and has attained a position of prominence in virtue of his ability and
character. The candidature is one which will be endorsed, we believe,
by the best wishes and warm recommendations of the profession, whose
opinion in such a matter should have no small weight with the electors.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
A COXVERSAZIONE will be held at the Society's rooms, II, Chandos
Street, Cavendish Square, on Monday, Mlay 2nd, at 8.30 r.M.., when
the annual oration will be delivered by MSr. Arthur E. Dugham.

HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HlEALTH.
PROFESSOR CORIIFIELD will deliver the introductory lecture to his
course on Public Health at University College, on Tuesday next, May
3rd, at 4 P.Mt. The course will be continued on succeeding Thursdays
and Tuesdays at the same hour, and will be especially adapted for
those who intend to present themselves for State Medicine examina-
tions, with the view of becoming medical officers of health.

AN OFFICIAL VACCINATION TRACT.
WE observe that the little pamphlet to which we referred, a short time
ago, as having been prepared by the National Health Society, on the
subject of vaccination, has received the honour of revision and ampli-
fication by the Local Government Board, who have sanctioned the
distribution, in the Poplar Union, of twenty thousand copies of it by
thirty persons appointed by the local guardians for this purpose. It
would be well that other boards of guardians in the metropolis should
follow this excellent example. It cannot be doubted that a plain and
brief statement of the truth about vaccination is much wanted for the
benefit of that very numerous class of persons who are led to profess
doubts as to its utility through the extremely energetic propaganda of
the antivaccinationists. The pamphlet prepared by the National
Health Society, distributed as it will be in Poplar and should be in
every other metropolitan union, to every house in the district, will, it
is to be hoped, prove an efficient antidote to pernicious literature of
this kind. The Local Government Board have, in undertaking the
revision and improvement of the pamphlet, practically acknowledged
the usefulness of such a publication; and it cannot be doubted that at
the present moment, when the public mind is strongly excited about
the spread of small-pox, the real facts as to the prophylactic importance
of vaccination ought to be as generally and widely known as possible.
Under Section 28 of the Vaccination Act of 1867, all boards of
guardians are empowered to spend money in circulating knowledge
which shall promote vaccination; and metropolitan boards of
guardians have the further advantage that they can reclaim from the
Metropolitan Common Poor Fund all expenses incurred by them with
this object. Looking to the dimensions that small-pox has already
assumed, and to the probability of its wider extension, it is certainly the
duty of every board of guardians to give the widest possible publicity
to the actual facts on the very important subject of vaccination.

SMALL-POX IN LONI)ON.
THE fatal cases of small-pox in London, which had steadily increased
from 43 to 77 in the five preceding weeks, further rose last week to 84,
and exceeded the corrected average number in the corresponding weeks
of the last ten years by 30; 39 were recorded in the Metropolitan Asy-
lum Hospitals at Fulham, Homerton, Stockwell, and Deptford, 6 in
the Highgate Small-pox Hospital, and 34 in private dwelling-houses.
Of the 84 persons who died from small-pox within registration London,
32 had resided in the South, 24 in the East, 19 in the North, 5 in the
West, and 3 in the Central groups of registration districts. The 84
fatal cases included 23 of children under five years of age, 24 of persons
aged between five and twenty years, 26 of persons aged between twenty
and forty years, and II of persons aged upwards of forty years. The


